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Pricelist durfill 60
valid for delivery starting from 1st June 2017
durfill 60 is cementitious, pumpable dry concrete which results in a high strength grout for machine builders.
durfill 60 in paper bags
40 kg per bag, 35 bags per palette,
only full palettes with 1.4 tons ea.
pickup by the customer FCA D-56642 Kruft/Germany Incoterms 2010,
on europoolpalettes or stuffed in a provided 40“ container for oversea transport
1,4 metric tons durfill 60 bag
575,00 €/ton

805,00 €/palette

Delivery durfill in paper bags on palettes
Price for full palette with 1.4 ton, DAP Delivery place Incoterms 2010,
europoolpalettes in exchange, otherwise 15,00 €/palette
1 to incl. 5 palettes
6 to incl. 10 palettes
≥ 11 palettes
distance < 400 km
155,00 €/palette
70,00 €/palette
60,00 €/palette
distance < 500 km
170,00 €/palette
75,00 €/palette
65,00 €/palette
distance < 600 km
190,00 €/palette
85,00 €/palette
75,00 €/palette
distance < 700 km
210,00 €/palette
95,00 €/palette
80,00 €/palette
distance < 800 km
230,00 €/palette
105,00 €/palette
90,00 €/palette
Austria
300,00 €/palette
175,00 €/palette
Switzerland
500,00 €/palette
250,00 €/palette
(incl. German custom)
France
375.00 €/palette
Ireland
400.00 €/palette
Sweden
560.00 €/palette
Please ask for a separate offer for full loaded trucks with 18 palettes, ship transport or towards other destinations.
durfill 60 in tank truck (material for silo)
bulk material, pickup by the customer
FCA D-56642 Kruft/Germany Incoterms 2010
1,0 metric ton durfill 60 bulked good

546,00 €/ton

delivery in silo truck
delivery in silo truck is very expensive, because the German logistic companies have difficulties to get back
freight. Up to our experience, paper bags are more economic over large distances.
durfill 60 Big Bag
Package with circa 1 to durfill 60 incl. costs for the bag
pickup by the customer FCA D-56642 Kruft/Germany Incoterms 2010,
stuffed in a provided 40“ container for oversea transport
Transport costs see paper bags, 1 BigBag = 1 palette
1,0 metric ton durfill 60 BigBag
575,00 €/ton
Delivery Time: Paper bags are on stock. Bulk material for silos and bigbags is produced on due date and needs an
advanced announcement of 3 weeks.
VAT: No German VAT for delivery outside of Germany.
Delivery Conditions: Incoterms 2010, all taxes, duties, fees or similar charges shall be borne by the buyer.
General Terms and Conditions: See the following page No. 2
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Terms of Delivery: For the international transport of goods, the provisions of the Convention for road freight transport
(CMR) are mandatory. Delivery conditions acc. INCOTERMS 2010. The trucks must be deloaded by the client by the
use of a fork lift within one hour. The street should be accessible for heavy trucks.
Terms of payment: All items have to be payed in total in advance (advanced payment).
Export: Toll (tariff, custom duties), custom clearance CCF, import turnover tax VAT and other dues have to be
managed and paid by the client. If the delivery destination and the registered office of the commercial client are
outside of Germany, no German value added tax VAT is charged. In order to avoid German taxes for clients from the
European Union they a) have to submit their international VAT-Ident-Number to us and b) the transport has to be
organized by us in durcrete´s responsibility. Otherwise German VAT-Tax has to be charged.
Bulked Material for Silo: It must be guaranteed, that during the filling of the silo, the ordered quantity may be completely
blown into the silo. If this is not possible, the purchaser has to bear all costs relating thereto.
Date of Delivery: Material in bags is usually on stock. Tank-Trucks are filled just in time with fresh produced material, so
the delivery date has to be noticed 3 weeks in advance. Due to custom clearance, outside the European Union
delivery dates and deadlines can be given only as ETA (Expected Time of Arrival). Delay in delivery does not harm
the supplier, if he is not responsible for. This may happen, when the operation of the supplier or somebody working
for them in an operation or other agents is disturbed by force majeure or other unavoidable or unforeseen
circumstances such as strike or lockout. A limited compensation (liquidated damages) for damage including
consequential damages is agreed with 0.5 % caused to each full work week of delay and a total of maximum 5 % of
the value of the relevant (partial) delivery.
Palette and Disposal: palettes and other transport materials will be billed to the customer (15.00 €/palette), unless it
returns undamaged and without freight costs within four weeks. Bags, shrink films and other disposable packaging
shall become the property of the purchaser and will not be returned. Shrink films are no weather protection.
Quality: There are so many applications and possibilities of this new material that everybody needs to check the
feasibility of every application. The seller shall not be liable for the product being fit for a particular purpose. Seller is
under no duty to advice the buyer about the product and its applications. We are only responsible for the quality of
the basic material and tolerances, defined together in a contract or this offer. The products are manufactured using
natural raw materials and can therefore be subject to certain variations. The material also contains admixtures of
organic origin. Quantity variances can only be contested, if the identified shortfalls exceed 3 %. The information given
in catalogs, brochures, data sheets, images, web pages and other media, pattern pieces and samples are for
information only and are no confirmation of quality.
Defects Liability: Claims for defects and damage claims expire after 6 months. If compensation has to be done, the
maximum amount of damages including consequential damages is limited in each case to the amount of the value of
the order up to a maximum of 3 Mio EUR. The seller is only obliged to pay damages for breach of contract if it
breached its obligations owed to the buyer under this contract with intent or gross negliance.
Documents: See also our documentation “materialdata durfill” and the “safety data sheet durfill”
Patents: Please inform yourself about patents pending in your country on the technology of filling machine elements.
Contract conditions: This sales contract is governed by the UN Convention on contracts for the international sale of
goods (CISG), any question not covered will be governed by the law of Swiss. Incoterms 2010 are agreed. Place of
performance is D-65549 Limburg/ Lahn in Germany. Contract language is English with the metric system.

